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On-Card Full Width Flat Grinder
Consistent card performance demands for a perfectly-ground and maintained Flat Tops. Invariably, during
working of a card, flat tops goes through frequent wear and tear; hence to ensure the carding efficiency,
maintenance of Tops wire points is imperative. Off-card flat top grinding requires the top to be removed from the
card and this causes machine stoppage and production interference.
To address this issue, ICC has developed an “On-card Full Width Flat Grinder”, covered with Emery fillet with special
abrasive granules assisting the line in managing a burr-free grinding effect of Flat Tops wire points.

2D Schematic Diagram
of an On-card Full Width Flat Grinder

Features & Value proposition

Compatibility

Ease of use

Available for
40 inch and
60 inch
wide card.

Can be
installed
easily on card

Efficiency

Can be used on
the card without
removing flats
from the machine

Precision

Precise grinding
of Tops wire
tips with fine
grade abrasive
fillet

About Us
The Indian Card Clothing Co. Ltd has been an innovator in carding
solutions since its inception in 1955. At ICC, with over 7 decades of industry
experience we understand what exactly matters to you and your
customers. We also understand that the quality of your product depends
on the quality of our products. To address this and to meet the growing
needs of the textile industry, ICC has invested in 2 state-of-the-art
manufacturing facilities in Pune and Nalagarh in Himachal Pradesh.

Corporate Office:
Mumbai - Pune Road, Pimpri, Pune - 411018, India
+91-20-3985-8200
sales@cardindia.com | export@cardindia.com

With a comprehensive global reach physically and through partners,
best-in-class human capital; cutting-edge global manufacturing
standards and high quality card clothing products, we, at ICC strive to
exceed all the needs and demands of our customers on-time...always.

To know more about this product or to
get in touch with us please scan the
adjacent QR code or refer the rear side
for our contact coordinates.
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